Herrick Breaks Intercollegiate Record

Herrick furnished the Cross Country world one of its biggest surprises in history when he toppled the Middle Atlantic Championship hat Saturday. Result—Herrick unseated the king of the kings when he led the field of forty one men home, breaking the intercollegiate record, and kicked up the Furrow Beach band of Vermon Jeffs Hopkins. Herrick ran the tape in just 32:30, paying the way for the Alfred victory which followed. All other competitors were in awe, and three of them ahead of last year’s champ, Lewis of Swarthmore, who finished eighth.

Union, last year’s champ, who had not lost a race this year, was slated to out Lewis for seventh. Herrick upset all, though he was the first to cross the line. In the first mile and a half then began Herrick’s steady advance which enabled him to lead every member of the Middle Atlantic Championship the entire way.

Herrick started in a bunch, with the exception of Herrick who immedi- ately placed himself with the leaders. Herrick ran with the leaders for the first miles and a half then began to pull away making good time throughout the rest of the course. Herrick crossed the finish line with a small margin ahead of his competitors. A quick survey of the field showed that Herrick and Lewis were the only four men to cross the finish line from Utica.

The rest of the team slowly strung out, but all began picking up men on the second lap. Coming through with a strong four performers of the men passed those three in the last quarter mile. Herrick just missing finishing ahead of Lewis with just setting out Lewis for seventh.
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GREEK PERSONALS

PI ALPHA PI

The Freshman girls were entertained at tea Thursday evening in the home of Mr. Davis and Miss Elsie Born Bumet. Mmes. Storms and Matilda Sander

were at the house for dinner, Tuesday evening.

Glaeron Prestini left for Waylaid College, Wednesday morning, to attend the Albany Student Government Confer-

ence.

Mrs. Middlegh was a caller at the home, Wednesday afternoon.

Thursday evening was our house-warming party. Mmes. Doane, Miss Elsie Bumet and Prof. and Mrs. McKeber were the chaperons. During in-

termission Prof. McKeber entertained us on the trape and Jimmy Belford gave us his "open.".

Host, Hope and Katherine were at the house, the week-end, attending the World Conference. Letha Kemp called on us, Sunday afternoon. Come as you like. Letha.

DELTA SIGMA PHI

"Dick" Hamilton of the Charles Beuveral has been editor of the "The University of the Buffalo News," the year.

Part of the house has been under goings a little redecorating this past week.

A good number of fellows from the house, including the Winter Sports Champions, were at the dances in the Balance, Friday night.

"Danby" was a weekend visitor at our place. "Dale" Martin was up to visit the boys Sunday afternoon.

We extend most hearty congratulations to Thea Caputo, Al., Jean, Grace and Kay attended the dance in Middletown on Friday night. Mmes. Martin and Belford always understand they had an invitation to the dinner on Friday night, so we gave them an invite for particulars.

Theda—after the faculty tea—one Abnormal Psychology book, one mex-

ical book, one umbrella, one hand-

kerchief, one coat.

Rich Bull was elected to attend the Women's Student Government Confer-

ence at Wellesley.

Kay Borston is not a representative at Rochester during the World Conference.

KLAN ALPINE

The fraternity was pleased to entertain Brother "Jive" Bingle and his ladies "Judy" O'Brien Eagle, both A. U. '23, the week-end of the 7th. They were on their "honey" honeymoon in Rochester over the week-end, attending the business and sales meetings to the Coach and his football team.

We wonder why!

"Clair" Lyon and "Bill" Collins were at the Clark house Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. F. H. Ellis and Misses Elizabeth Degen, Miss Elsie Binns and Prof. and Mrs. McArdle were the chaperons. During inter-
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MORE ABOUT FOOTBALL

In a recent article in the Pitt, we made mention in reference to our major collegiate sport—football. "Without it, no institution of higher learning can aspire to the title of 'college.'" Have you members of the staff been aware of the exact amount of study, learning, and effort that goes into the maintenance of this beautiful game?

Football is our national collegiate sport; just as baseball is our national pastime. The man on the team learns the value of teamwork, the discipline of the position, the fun of fair play, and maintained his and those more beneficial which might have been maintained, develops a fine, strong physique. His brain, therefore, better equipment for handling the bigger things of life, if he never plays a game. It's not the mind that matters, but the college that plays the game.
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Perhaps a hero or the gridiron may bring glory to a career, or consist solely of manual labor. He can appreciate the true spirit of the football player. Football is our notional collegiate sport, just as baseball is our national pastime. The man on the team learns the value of teamwork, the discipline of the position, the fun of fair play, and maintained his and those more beneficial which might have been maintained, develops a fine, strong physique. His brain, therefore, better equipment for handling the bigger things of life, if he never plays a game. It's not the mind that matters, but the college that plays the game.

This noble and ideal honor system is one of the few institutions which carry the name of Alfred. Our beloved Alma Mater is one of the few institutions of higher learning which carry the name of Alfred. They may be the most noticeable to the student body from the principality of a high school, but football is our notional collegiate sport, just as baseball is our national pastime. The man on the team learns the value of teamwork, the discipline of the position, the fun of fair play, and maintained his and those more beneficial which might have been maintained, develops a fine, strong physique. His brain, therefore, better equipment for handling the bigger things of life, if he never plays a game. It's not the mind that matters, but the college that plays the game.
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or a frugal meal as a reminder that servance of Golden Rule Sunday, children in refugee camps. The Near East Relief orphans cannot live American colleges at Beirut or Con-

collage, has written the heads of are under fourteen, and at fifteen or
do not exceed the age of twelve years. Practically all the children are less than
count in and for our lives, as well as many universities and schools shared

President Thwing. "A year ago in the work of education," writes

ded additional loyal members. Affairs have reached a point where these de-

class meetings? Is it the selfish "let somebody else do it" attitude, lack of

class spirit, or laziness? For those

The whole is equal to the sum of

On Armistice Day the Freshmen and Sophomores went in a

time at Wellsville. The whole campaign consisted of slides given by Miss

"Dr. McConnell's office." At 10:45 a.m.

"We are all glad to see Doug. Rolfe"